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ABSTRACT One of the major concern for CMOS technology is the increase in power dissipation as the

technology node lowers down to deep submicron region. Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) working on Spin

transfer torque (STT) switching mechanism is recognized as one of the most promising spintronic device for

post CMOS era due to its non-volatility, high speed, high endurance, CMOS compatibility and mainly the

low power dissipation which can offer the solutions for the problems posed by existing CMOS technology.

We have proposed a novel logic-in-memory (LIM) architecture of magnetic arithmetic logic unit (P-MALU)

based on hybrid STT-MTJ/CMOS circuits. Simulation results reveal that there is significant reduction in

the total power dissipation and transistor count of arithmetic unit by 28.44% and 29.16% compared to

double pass transistor logic based clocked CMOS ALU design (DPTL-C2MOS-ALU), while 58.87% and

45.16% to modified magnetic arithmetic logic unit (M-MALU) respectively. Reduction in average power

dissipation for logical unit is 37.61% and 52.55% along with 47.22% and 42.42% fewer transistors than

DPTL-C2MOS-ALU and M-MALU design respectively. Monte-Carlo(MC) simulation is then performed

by incorporating process and mismatch variations for CMOS and extracted parameters of MTJ, to study

the behavior of DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, M-MALU and P-MALU designs in terms of power dissipation. All

the simulation results reveal that the P-MALU is superior than other two ALU designs in terms of power

dissipation, delay and device count. Further, the P-MALU circuit is extended for 4-bits arithmetic operations.

Electrical simulations are performed to verify the functionality of the design for higher bit operations which

demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed design in VLSI circuits.

INDEX TERMS Logic-in-memory, magnetic RAM, magnetic tunnel junction, non-volatile, tunnel

magnetoresistance, spintronics, spin transfer torque.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this modern era of information and technology, high per-

formance portable electronic devices are ubiquitous. The

performance of these devices would greatly depend upon

its speed of operation and nature of power hungriness.

Design and development of low power consuming circuit

which works optimally is the focus of current research. All

these devices require highly efficient circuit elements and

optimally performing circuit designs. Because of increased

power dissipation in circuits below 90nm CMOS technol-

ogy, much of the research is focused on developing devices

which are compatible with existing CMOS technology [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Liang-Bi Chen .

These devices must also sustain with the scaling trends pre-

dicted byMoore’s law [2]. This surge in the power dissipation

is mainly due to the increase in static power dissipation

observed while reducing the transistor size. Magnetic tunnel

junction (MTJ), a spintronic device working on spin transfer

torque (STT) switching mechanism has grabbed much of

the attention recently due to its low power dissipation, non-

volatility, ease of integration with CMOS technology, fast

reading capability, high density and infinite endurance [1].

Advancement in fabrication technology such as 3D [3], [4]

back-end process, enabled the growth of MTJ device on top

of silicon layer (CMOS technology) without compromising

the functionality of the circuit [5]. This helps to reduce the

overall area occupied by the circuit. Resistance of MTJs

can be easily tuned to several kilo-ohms range by tweaking
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their barrier thickness so that they are fully compatible with

the present CMOS technology [6], [7]. Use of MTJ brings

non-volatility and makes the overall circuit as non-volatile.

MTJs were initially dedicated to non-volatile memories such

as magnetic random access memory (MRAM) [5], [8], but

recent investigations have unraveled the use ofMTJs in differ-

ent circuit designs. For example, various hybrid circuits have

been developed such as non-volatile magnetic adder [9]–[12],

non-volatile magnetic decoder [13], non-volatile logic

gates [14], magnetic flip-flop [15]–[19], magnetic look

up table [20]–[23] for reprogrammable logic circuits and

recently polymorphic gate module [24]. There are various

circuit and their applications that are also developed using

many other spintronic devices, such as spin valves [7], [25],

[26], ferroelectric tunnel junctions (FTJs) [27]–[29], domain

wall (DW) based magnetic nano wires [30]–[38], all spin

logic (ASL) based devices [39]–[41], SPIN-transistors [7],

[25], [26], 3-D magnetic ratchet etc., [25], [26], [42]. All

these spintronic devices exploit the spin degree of freedom

along with the charge on the electrons. Guo et al. [43]

proposed novel architecture of magnetic arithmetic logic

unit (MALU) using hybrid STT-MTJ/CMOS structure.

CMOS process of 130 nm and STT-MTJ electrical model [44]

was used for hybrid circuit simulation. In our initial step to

design magnetic ALU using logic-in-memory (LIM) struc-

ture, we developed 1-bit MALU which can also be obtained

by modifying the original structure of 1-bit MALU design

reported by Guo et al. [43]. We named this structure as

modifiedmagnetic arithmetic logic unit (M-MALU) through-

out the manuscript. All the hybrid circuits reported in

the literature were found to consume almost zero standby

power dissipation compared to their CMOS counterparts

(thereby reducing overall power dissipation) and have shown

all the potential to keep in line with the existing scaling

trends [1], [10].

Encouraged by the results obtained by [9], we have pro-

posed a novel magnetic arithmetic logic unit (P-MALU)

based on LIM architecture using hybrid STT-MTJ/CMOS

circuits. The MALU [43] and M-MALU, stores only the

operation codes (opcodes), in order to select a specific oper-

ation (arithmetic/logic). In these designs, MTJs are acting as

multiplexer select lines, whose job is to select a specific input.

Unlike MALU and M-MALU, in the P-MALU, MTJs not

only stores the input but also actively take part in performing

a logic operation. Simulations are carried out and results are

compared among double pass transistor logic based clocked

CMOS ALU design (DPTL-C2MOS-ALU) [45], [46],

M-MALU and the novel P-MALU. Monte-Carlo (MC) sim-

ulation is then performed to study the behavior of all

three types of ALU designs in terms of power dissipa-

tion by incorporating process and mismatch variations for

CMOS and extracted parameters of MTJ. Furthermore, 1-bit

arithmetic unit of P-MALU is extended to perform 4-bit

arithmetic addition. Cadence tool (IC6.1.6-64b.500.4) with

45 nm CMOS generic process design kit (GPDK) and

compact physics based perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

MTJ electrical model [47] developed on STT switching

mechanism are used to perform all the hybrid MTJ/CMOS

circuit simulations. We have used the 4T writing circuit

for writing the state of the MTJ adapted from [10] in

all the hybrid circuits. During the simulation process, all

the transistors are set to default size i.e. L = 45 nm and

W = 120 nm.

The organization of the paper is as follows: section II

presents the basics of MTJ, its construction, brief sum-

mary of various type of switching mechanism, idea of LIM

structure and its benefits over the traditional Von-Neumann

architecture. Section III describes the design and working

of M-MALU, P-MALU and the 4-bit arithmetic unit

of P-MALU. Section IV covers the the selection of STT-MTJ

model, comparative study and a detailed discussion on

the results obtained for various ALUs reported in this

manuscripts. Finally, the conclusion of the work is presented

in section V. Appendix representing the structure of 1-bit

DPTL-C2MOS-ALU adder circuit has been also appended

for convenience.

II. BACKGROUND

This section gives a brief description onMTJ construction, its

switching mechanisms and concept of hybrid circuit devel-

oped using logic in memory (LIM) architecture.

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was first observed in

the year 1988 [48], since then rise of spintronics devices

alluded researchers to investigate deeper into them. Various

spintronics devices are explored to alleviate the problems

imposed due to the scaling trends. Spintronic devices utilize

intrinsic spin of an electron in addition to charge in order

to extend the capabilities of electronic devices. Based on

the characteristics and potential applications, MTJ is found

to be the most suitable compared to rest of the spintronic

devices [49].

A. MAGNETIC TUNNEL JUNCTION CONSTRUCTION

MTJ is a multilayer nano-stack structure, comprising of

a nonmagnetic (NM) layer (or tunnel barrier) sandwiched

between two ferromagnetic (FM) layers (Figure 1). Here

we choose p-MTJ (perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction)

over i-MTJ (in plane magnetic tunnel junction), because,

i-MTJ poses several problems such as short retention time of

the stored data, erroneous state switching while reading and

fabrication difficulty below 22 nm. All these problems are

easily overcome by the p-MTJ device making it preferable

choice over the i-MTJ [50]–[52]. p-MTJ are reported to have

low power dissipation, high thermal stability, low current

density and easily scalable than i-MTJ [53], [54]. In MTJ

the magnetic orientation of one of the FM layer is fixed

and is called fixed layer (or pinned, reference layer) while

magnetic orientation of the other FM layer may point in the

same or opposite direction to that of the reference layer and

is called as free layer. By the application of external magnetic

field or suitable current in a particular direction, magnetic

orientation of the free layer can be altered.When themagnetic
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FIGURE 1. (a) Low resistance state of p-MTJ, where magnetic orientation
of free layer and fixed layer are in the same direction. (b) High resistance
state of of p-MTJ, where magnetic orientation of free layer and fixed layer
are in the opposite direction.

orientation of the free layer and fixed layer are in the same

direction, then the resistance offered by the device for the

flow of current is less, and that state is denoted by RP (parallel

state), whereas, if the magnetic orientation of free layer is

opposite to the fixed layer, the device offers higher resistance

to the flow of read current and therefore it is in the high

resistance state RAP (antiparallel state).

Relative resistance variation between two states is

described by a quantity known as tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) and is calculated using Eq.1,

TMR =
RAP − RP

RP
. (1)

TMR effect is a quantum mechanical effect, where electrons

tunnel across the nonmagnetic material. TMR depends on

various factors such as fabrication technique, choice and

thickness of material used, quality of interfaces [25], [55]

etc. Achieving a high TMR value is crucial for the faithful

reproduction of stored values in theMTJ. Because, high TMR

produces large voltage swing, which could be easily read by

CMOS sensing circuit with higher accuracy. Both Al2O3 and

MgO have been used as NM layer in MTJ, which directly

affect TMR ratio [52]. At room temperature the largest TMR

for Al2O3 and MgO as NM layers with CoFeB as FM layers

was reported as 70.4% [56] and 604% [57] respectively in

the literature. This has catapulted the expectation of hybrid

MTJ/CMOS circuits for commercialization.

B. MTJ SWITCHING MECHANISM

Changing MTJ resistance either from RAP to RP or vice versa

can be achieved by switching the magnetic orientation of

the free layer. MTJ switching process is also known as writ-

ing/storing the data in MTJ. There are various mechanisms

adopted for MTJ writing such as Field Induced Magnetic

Switching (FIMS) [58], Thermally Assisted Switching (TAS)

[59], [60], Spin Hall Effect (SHE) switching [61], [62],

Voltage Induced Switching (VIS) [63], [64] and Spin

Transfer Torque (STT) switching mechanism [65], [66].

FIMS requires high switching current and hence dissipates

more power. Scalability of the switching circuit posed huge

problem below 90 nm because of which FIMS requires

FIGURE 2. STT switching mechanism: When Iwrite flows from free layer to
reference layer to change the MTJ resistance from RAP to RP , whereas
Iwrite flows from reference layer to free layer to change the MTJ
resistance from RP to RAP .

large area on silicon [67]. FIMS also suffers from selectivity

problem [68]. Though the selectivity problem of FIMS is

addressed in TAS by using an additional heating circuit, even-

tually it also requires large area on the silicon. This limits the

scalability ofMTJ writing circuit using FIMS and TASmech-

anisms. A lot of research is going on in SHE, VIS and STT

based switching mechanisms and sufficient experimentally

verified literature is available. These mechanisms are able to

address all the above mentioned issues effectively. However,

not many circuits are fabricated using SHE and VIS methods,

but using STTmethods companies like Everspin, successfully

commercialized MRAMs [69]. Due to commercial point of

view, we have used STT switching mechanism in our circuit

design.

STT was theoretically predicted by Slonczewski

in 1996 [70] and Berger [71]. Later it was experimen-

tally observed in deep submicron sized low resistance

CoFeB/Al2O3/CoFeB MTJ structure in 2004 [72]. In this

method a spin polarized current is employed to switch the

magnetic orientation of free layer. MTJ cell can be switched

from antiparallel state (AP) to parallel (P) state or vice versa

by the suitable amount of write current (Iwrite) flowing from

free layer to fixed layer or vice versa respectively (Figure 2).

The perpendicular write current, which distinguishes these

regions is called as critical or threshold current (IC0). Elec-

trons flowing from fixed layer to free layer, are spin polarized

i.e. electron spin is aligned in the magnetization direction

of the fixed layer. When these electrons reach in free layer,

they transfer the spin angular momentum to magnetization

of free layer by applying a large spin transfer torque. So the

magnetic orientation of free layer aligns towards fixed layer,

i.e. switching from RAP to RP takes place. When electrons

flow in the reverse direction, magnetic orientation of the free

layer changes opposite to the fixed layer by the reflected

electrons, so switching from RP to RAP takes place. IC0 is the

important factor to characterize the performance of STT-MTJ

device. Decrease in IC0 corresponds to higher speed and low

power consumption during write operation. Double-barrier

MTJ (DMTJ) is a variant of MTJ, which reduces the IC0 [73].

Hence, it is faster and consumes less power as compared to

single barrier MTJ [74].
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FIGURE 3. (a) Von-Neumann architecture showing logic and memory
units. Both logic and memory are kept separate having their total area as
X + Y and interconnects facilitate the communication between them.
(b) LIM structure with stack integration having total area as either X or Y.

FIGURE 4. Block diagram of LIM structure [1], consists of sense amplifier,
MOS logic structure and MTJs. Writing circuit is used to change the state
of MTJs.

C. HYBRID MTJ/CMOS LOGIC-IN-MEMORY

In traditional Von-Neumann architecture, logic and memory

block are located separately and communication between

them is facilitated by wires and interconnects, as shown in the

Figure 3(a). This strategy hampers the overall performance

of chip. There is significant delay introduced between these

two blocks, as wire length increases. According to ITRS [75],

global interconnects because of their large length has a huge

influence on delay as compared to local interconnects and

also global wires require large driver circuits, which dissi-

pate significant amount of power. To add to that, as channel

length of MOSFET decreases, its standby power dissipation

increases. This will increase the overall power dissipation of

the circuit. Further it has been reported that standby power

increases with the level of integration [76].

LIM is emerging trend [1], [77] which can offer solution to

the increased leakage currents due to scaling and large inter-

connect delay observed in traditional architecture. In LIM

structure non-volatile devices are distributed over logic cir-

cuit plane and placed close to each other (Figure 3 (b)). This

tight integration reduces the overall area occupied and also

shortens the interconnect distance. Because of which there is

a significant reduction in the delay and power consumption

compared to Von-Neumann architecture [1]. Figure 4 shows

the general block diagram for the LIM structure [1]. It is

consists of three parts,

1) Sense Amplifier/Read circuitry: It is a current com-

parator circuit arrangement. Once pull down net-

work (PDN) completes its operation on inputs, sense

FIGURE 5. (a) Modified structure of sum sub-circuit for M-MALU to
produce SUM, SUM in arithmetic addition and XOR, AND, OR functions
along with their complements in logical mode of operation. (b) Modified
structure of carry sub-circuit for M-MALU which produce CARRY, CARRY in
arithmetic addition.

amplifier provides output in its true and complementary

form.

2) Pull down network: It is combination of MOS logic

structure and MTJs. Here logical operations are per-

formed by both MOS logic and MTJs.

3) Writing block of the LIM architecture is used to write

the input data into the MTJ.

In both M-MALU and P-MALU designs, a current com-

parator pre-charge sense amplifier [78] is used. Whereas,

4T writing circuit is adapted from [10] for writing the state

of MTJs.

III. M-MALU AND P-MALU DESIGN

This section describes the design and working of M-MALU

and P-MALU circuits developed using the concept of hybrid

MTJ/CMOSLIM architecture. Simulated waveforms are also

presented for the respective designs to confirm the function-

ality of these circuits. Further, extension of arithmetic unit

of 1-bit P-MALU to 4-bit P-MALU is presented along with

the simulated waveforms.

A. MODIFIED MAGNETIC ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT

(M-MALU)

Arithmetic logic unit (ALU), the heart of any central pro-

cessing unit (CPU) performs both arithmetic (addition and

subtraction) and logical operations (such as XOR, AND and

OR etc.).

Figure 5(a), (b) shows the sum and carry sub-circuits of

M-MALU respectively. A, B, Cin are inputs for both sum

and carry sub-circuits. OUT1, OUT1 and OUT2, OUT2 are
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TABLE 1. M-MALU opcodes for arithmetic addition and different logical
operations adapted from [43].

TABLE 2. P-MALU opcode combinations for arithmetic addition and
different logical operations.

FIGURE 6. Basic structure for P-MALU.

outputs of the sum and carry sub-circuits respectively. Only

sum sub-circuit is used to perform logical operations, whereas

during arithmetic addition operation both sum sub-circuit and

carry sub-circuit are used. Selection of arithmetic or logic

operation is decided by different combinations of opcodes.

These opcodes are stored in complementary pairs of MTJs.

The complementary pairs of MTJs for sum sub-circuit are

M0/ M0, M1/ M1 and M2/ M2 whereas complementary

pairs of MTJs in carry sub-circuit are Mc/ Mc. Different

combinations of opcode to perform various arithmetic and

logic operations are shown in the Table 1.

B. DESIGN OF NOVEL P-MALU

Figure 6 shows the basic block diagram of 1- bit P-MALU.

It performs addition (i.e. arithmetic) operation and XOR,

XNOR, AND, NAND, OR and NOR (i.e. logical) operations

based on the opcodes. Table 2 shows the various operations

performed by the P-MALU for different combinations of

opcodes and the corresponding outputs Out1 and Out2.

Here carry input Cin is not only used as input to the

P-MALU but it is also used as one of the opcode. Opcodes are

FIGURE 7. Full adder circuit of P-MALU for arithmetic operation. (a) Sum
sub-circuit and (b) carry sub-circuit of full adder. Input A and B are given
to MOS whereas Cin is stored in MTJs.

used as select lines for multiplexers which select a specific

output as shown in the table 2. During arithmetic addition

Out1 shows SUM result whereas Out2 shows the result for

the CARRY.

1) ARITHMETIC UNIT OF P-MALU

Figure 7 shows the circuit for the arithmetic unit which

performs the addition operationwhen the opcode ‘‘CinC1C2’’

is set as ‘‘XX0’’.

Full adder circuit is divided into sum sub-circuit

(Figure 7(a)) and carry sub-circuit (Figure 7(b)). It has three
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TABLE 3. Truth table for full adder along with corresponding resistance for sum and carry sub-circuits.

inputs A, B, Cin and two outputs SUM and CARRY with

their complements respectively. Cin is written and stored

in the non-volatile MTJs (MTJ0 - MTJ1) which imparts

non-volatility for the P-MALU. Here the circuit consists of

three major sections, sense amplifier, pull down network

(PDN) and MTJ pairs (MTJ0 - MTJ1). The sense ampli-

fier is a clocked current comparator [78], which accesses

the difference between current flow in two arms (left and

right) of the circuit and produces true (SUM, CARRY) and

complementary outputs (SUM, CARRY). In the PDN section

the NMOS are acting as switch; they either provide or block

the path for the flow of current. Pair of MTJs are always

set in complementary mode (AP/P or P/AP) which provide

low or high resistive path for the flow of current and plays

an important role in deciding the output of the circuit.

NMOS resistance (ON or OFF) is always comparable to

that of MTJ resistance, i.e. the ON resistance of the NMOS

(RON ) is less than parallel state of the MTJ (RP_MTJ ); RON <

RP_MTJ . OFF resistance of the NMOS (ROFF ) is more than

antiparallel state resistance of MTJ (RAP_MTJ );ROFF >

RAP_MTJ . Table 3 shows the truth table for the full adder and

the corresponding resistance comparison of left and right arm

for the sum and carry sub-circuits.

Adder circuit operates in two phases, pre-charge phase and

evaluation phase. During the pre-charge phase (when clock is

low), inputs are applied to MOSFETs as well as MTJ pairs.

Both output and its complement are at logic 1. During eval-

uation phase (when clock is high) the inputs are evaluated,

i.e. sense amplifier will detect the difference in the current

flow between left and right arms (which intern depends on

change in the resistance between left and right arm) of the

sum or carry sub-circuit and produce true and complementary

outputs. Consider any of the input condition ‘‘ABCin’’, such

as ‘‘011’’ for evaluation phase (Figure7(a)); in sum sub-

circuit, M2, M4 (shown in green) are ON connected to right

armwhereas in the left arm transistorsM5,M7 (shown in red)

are ON. So there are two paths (path P2 and path P1) from the

SUM and SUM to ground. Path P1 has two ON transistor and

their combined resistance is represented as 2RON . Similarly,

path P2 also has two ON transistor having their combined

resistance as 2RON . Now the value of output is decided by

the resistance of the MTJ pairs. When MTJ0 and MTJ1 are

configured as P, AP it represents Cin as logic 1 (Figure 7(a)).

FIGURE 8. SUM and CARRY output waveforms of arithmetic unit
of P-MALU. A particular case of input patterns ‘‘011’’ and corresponding
outputs have been highlighted.

So, when this condition is met, the total resistance in the

left arm (path P1) is 2RON + RAP and the total resistance

in the right arm (path P2) is 2RON + RP. Because of which,

current in the Path 2 (green dotted line) finds lower resistance

path to ground than Path 1 (red dotted line). This produces

difference in current flow in two arms which is detected

by the sense amplifier to make SUM output as logic 0 and

SUM as logic 1. Similarly, during the evaluation phase of

the carry sub-circuit for ‘‘011’’ input combination; transistor

M5, M7 (shown in red) and M1, M3 (shown in green) are ON

(Fig. 7(b)). MTJ0 and MTJ1 are configured as P, AP (which

represents Cin as logic 1, Figure 7(b)). So, the total resistance

for the flow of current in right arm, i.e. path 2 (red dotted

line) is 2RON + RAP, whereas for left arm, i.e. path 1 (green

dotted line) it is 2RON +RP. Hence, sense amplifier produces

logic 1 as CARRY and logic 0 for CARRY. Figure 8 confirms

the functionality of arithmetic module. For instance, it can be

observed that when input pattern is ‘‘ABCin’’= ‘‘011’’, SUM

and CARRY bits are 0 and 1 respectively.

2) LOGIC UNIT OF P-MALU

Figure 9 shows the circuit for logic unit. Depending upon

the combination of opcodes (table 2), it performs all logical

operations XOR, XNOR, AND, NAND, OR, NOR.

The full adder circuit performs logical operations on two

input operands, A and B. Cin is used as one of the opcode

(table 2) to perform a specific logic operation. From SUM

equation of full adder (Eq.2), when Cin is ‘‘0’’, we obtain

A ⊕ B at SUM output. On the contrary when Cin is ‘‘1’’,

we get A ⊕ B at SUM output. Similarly, from the CARRY
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FIGURE 9. Hybrid STT-MTJ/CMOS circuit of logic unit. (a) XOR/XNOR
operation performed by SUM sub-circuit. (b) AND/NAND and OR/NOR
operation performed by CARRY sub-circuit.

equation (Eq.4), when Cin is ‘‘0’’, we get A.B at CARRY

output, while for Cin = ‘‘1’’, we obtain A + B at

CARRY output. Hence by specifying value of Cin we can

perform 2 input XOR, XNOR, AND and OR logical oper-

ations. Since the carry-sub circuit (Figure 9(b)) produces

both true and complementary outputs at the same time, when

AND output is produced at CARRY, NAND is also produced

at CARRY. Similarly, when OR is produced at CARRY, its

complement i.e. NOR is obtained at the CARRY. Hence all

the logic operations can be performed using the logic unit of

P-MALU.

SUM = A⊕ B⊕ Cin=ABCin+AB̄Cin+ĀBCin + ĀB̄Cin.

(2)

SUM = ABCin + ĀB̄Cin + ĀBCin + AB̄Cin. (3)

CARRY = AB+ ACin + BCin. (4)

CARRY = ĀB̄+ ĀCin + B̄Cin. (5)

Figure 10 shows the result of logic unit when opcode (table

2) is set to Out1 produces XOR whereas Out2 produces

FIGURE 10. Simulated waveforms of logical unit of P-MALU by setting the
opcode. Logical unit performs XOR, AND and NAND operations.

FIGURE 11. Simulated waveforms of logical unit of P-MALU by setting the
opcode. Logical unit performs XNOR, OR and NOR operations.

FIGURE 12. Block diagram of 4-bit hybrid STT-MTJ/CMOS adder.

AND/NAND. Figure 11 shows the result of logical unit when

opcode is set to Out1 produces XNOR whereas Out2 pro-

duces OR/NOR.

C. 4-BIT EXTENSION OF P-MALU

4-bit arithmetic unit of P-MALU is obtained by cascading

four 1-bit P-MALU in ripple carry form to perform 4-bit

addition and is shown in the Figure 12.

We have cascaded four arithmetic units of 1-bit P-MALU

(Figure 7) in ripple carry form to obtain 4-bit arithmetic unit.

This 4-bit arithmetic unit performs 4-bit addition. The previ-

ous carry output from each stage is passed to the next stage via

a register (Reg0, Reg1, Reg2). The circuit (Figure 12) oper-

ates in two phases, pre-charge and evaluation phase. During

pre-charge phase when CLK is 0, in clock period (1) output of

all the sense amplifiers become high. During the evaluation

phase when CLK is 1, in clock period (1), Block0 produces

both SUM0 and CARRY0 output (Figure 13). At the same

time, the generated CARRY0 is stored in REG0, so that

this bit is available as carry-in (Cin1) for the Block1 in the

pre-charge phase of clock period (2). The SUM0 generated

in period (1) forms LSB of the final result. This process

continues till 4 clock cycles to produce all the SUM bits of

the final result. Because, only at the end of 4th clock period
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FIGURE 13. Simulated waveform for 4-bit adder showing output
(SUM = 9) for specific case, i.e. when input A = 2 and B = 7.

TABLE 4. MTJ parameters used for the simulation [47].

SUM3 bit is available. Hence at the end of every 4th clock

cycle SUM0 to SUM3will be obtained. As it is observed from

Figure 13, if A and B are 2 and 7 respectively then SUM[3:0]

is 9, obtained in 4th clock cycle.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, simulation of appropriate MTJ model [47]

and and various ALU designs are presented. Further, simu-

lation results of arithmetic units and logical units are com-

pared separately in-terms of power, device count, delay and

PM variations. All the designs are operating at 100 MHz

clock frequency. Justification to the non-volatility nature of

the P-MALU is explained elaborately. To design the arith-

metic unit of DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, we have used the CMOS

conventional 1-bit full adder obtained from standard cell

library of STMicroelectronics design kit [45], [46] and is

shown in Appendix. Full adder is used for arithmetic unit

which performs 1-bit addition operation. Simulated results of

each arithmetic unit have been listed in the table 5.

A. MTJ MODEL SIMULATION

We have selected the appropriate STT-MTJ model version

‘‘PM_Beta_5’’ recently developed using Verilog-A [47]. The

unique feature of this model is, the ease of integration with

CMOS logic using Cadence tool. The other important feature

of the model is the flexibility i.e. it can be easily upgraded by

incorporating the experimental or fabrication results which

would be reported in future. The similar lower version of the

model ‘‘PM_Beta_4.5’’ had been also verified and reported in

literature [79]. The MTJ model [47] used for our simulation

are set with parameters shown in the table 4. Other parameters

retain the default values mentioned in [47].

TABLE 5. Comparison of 1-bit P-MALU with 1-bit DPTL-C2MOS-ALU and
1-bit M-MALU for arithmetic addition operation @100 MHz.

RP and RAP resistance of the MTJ are influenced by dif-

ferent parameters such as material properties, device dimen-

sions, TMR etc. In the design stage this effect is taken into

consideration by incorporating the variations in the extracted

parameters such as: TMR, thickness of the barrier (tox) and

thickness of the free layer (tsl). In our design, we have set

3% variations in the extracted parameters (TMR, tox , tsl refer

table 4) which follow Gaussian distribution [80], [81]. There

would be changes caused due to these parameter variations

which affect the resistance values of the MTJ. Hence, this in

general would affect the overall performance of the hybrid

circuits. Figure 14 shows the standard distribution ofMC sim-

ulation ofMTJmodel for 200 runs. It represents the variations

caused in the RP and RAP by considering 3% variations in

TMR, tox , tsl . The RP, RAP has mean value of 6.2k�, 16.8k�

and standard deviation of 417.6�, 1.1k� respectively. In our

M-MALU and P-MALU design, resistance variations in the

MTJ will affect the power dissipation of the circuit, which is

one of the key performance indicator revealing the quality of

LIM circuit. Detailed discussion on these variation have been

presented in section IV-E.

B. POWER DISSIPATION

Table 5 shows the comparison of power dissipation,

device count and delay for the arithmetic unit of

DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, M-MALU and P-MALU design. The

dynamic power consumption of P-MALU adder is 30.28%

less than that of DPTL-C2MOS-ALU adder and 53.4% less

than M-MALU adder design respectively. Whereas, the total

power consumption of P-MALU adder is 28.44% less than

that of DPTL-C2MOS-ALU adder and 58.87% less than

M-MALU adder design respectively. A bar chart is plotted

for dynamic and total power dissipation in Figure 15.

Regarding the standby power: In the P-MALU circuit,

input A and B are applied to the NMOS transistors of logic

tree and input Cin is stored in MTJ pair. Use of MTJs in the
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FIGURE 14. Resistance distribution of (a) RP and (b) RAP for the MTJ
model [47] used in our design. MC simulation of 200 runs are performed
for each resistance state.

FIGURE 15. Comparison of dynamic and total power dissipation among
the DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, P-MALU and M-MALU.

P-MALU imparts non-volatility into the circuit. During the

standby mode, due to the non-volatility of MTJs, the power

supply of the P-MALU circuit can be completely cut-off and

hence the circuit dissipates almost zero power in this mode.

Pair of MTJs will retain the stored bit (i.e. AP-P represents

bit ‘‘0’’ and P-AP represents bit ‘‘1’’). These states were

written into MTJ pairs when the circuit was in active mode.

When the power supply is restored back, the data stored in the

MTJ pair is readily available for the logical operation, without

the necessity to write/restore back again.

Figure16 shows one particular case where non-volatile

nature of the P-MALU is demonstrated. When the power

supply is completely cut-off the data stored in the MTJ pair

can be easily retrieved. At time T1 bit ‘‘1’’ is written into

the MTJ pair, which represents input Cin of the full adder

(FA). Input A and B are applied to the MOS transistors.

In active mode, based on the input combinations of ABCin,

P-MALU generate outputs SUM and CARRY

(refer Figure 7). Hence, in the evaluation phase between time

T2-T3 input combination is ABCin = ‘‘101’’ and the outputs

SUM and CARRY were ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ respectively. At time

T3 the power supply to the P-MALU is completely turned

off and the circuit enters into the standby mode. The power

supply is completely cut-off from time T3 to time T4. During

this time the P-MALU circuit does not consume any power.

As soon as the power is switched on at time T4, bit ‘‘1’’

retained in the MTJ pair due to the non-volatile nature of

the MTJ. As the MTJ pairs not only stores the logic value but

also participate in the logic operation. Hence as the power is

switched on at time T4, bit ‘‘1’’ already stored in the MTJs

(Cin) is available for addition operation in the immediate

evaluation phase occurring between time T5-T6. So the SUM

and CARRY outputs are produced as ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ respec-

tively which is same as that produced before entering into

standby mode. Here we have not written any new values into

MTJ pair but, the already written value in the MTJ pair was

retained. Since in P-MALU, there is no restore/write opera-

tion required for the MTJ data, the MTJs do not contribute

for the additional delay in the outputs. The delay produced

in the calculation of SUM and CARRY outputs depend upon

the sensing quality of the sense amplifier. Further, it can be

observed that at time T7 new bit value ‘‘0’’ is written in

MTJ pair.

Hence in P-MALU circuit we can completely cut-off the

power supply of the circuit without losing the stored bit in

MTJ pair. This completely eliminates static power dissipation

of the P-MALU (table 5). The non-volatility of theM-MALU

can also be explained in the same way, i.e. it also consumes

zero static power and MTJs retain the stored value when the

power is switched off (table 5). While, on the other side for

CMOS based circuits, since complete cut-off of the power

supply is not permitted there will be a significant static power

dissipation.

Table 6 shows the comparative study of average power

dissipation and the device count used for all the logical oper-

ations performed by DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, M-MALU and P-

MALUdesign. Figure 17 represents the bar chart of the power

dissipated among all the ALUs for various logical operations.

We have found that, P-MALU dissipates 37.61% and 52.55%

lesser power thanDPTL-C2MOS-ALU andM-MALUdesign

respectively.
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FIGURE 16. Simulated waveform for FA showing the non-volatile nature. When supply voltage is powered OFF at T3 and
powered ON again at T4, bit stored in the MTJs are retained. No bit restoration procedure is needed.

TABLE 6. Comparison of power dissipation and device count among
DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, M-MALU and P-MALU design for various logical
operations @ 100 MHz.

FIGURE 17. Comparison of average power dissipation of various logical
units.

C. DEVICE COUNT

Device count represents the total number of MOSFETs and

MTJs used in each design. Here, transistors used for the sense

amplifier as well as inverting the primary inputs and clock

signal are also taken into consideration for device count.

Table 5 represents the device count of various arithmetic

units. It can be observed that device count of P-MALU

adder is least compared to both DPTL-C2MOS-ALU and

M-MALU design, i.e. P-MALU requires 29.16% lesser

MOSFETs than DPTL-C2MOS-ALU design, 45.16%

MOSFETs and 50% MTJs less than M-MALU design.

For device count comparison between various logic units,

we have taken the average of MOSFETs and MTJs used

in each design. To perform various logical operations,

P-MALU uses 47.22 % lesser MOSFETs than DPTL-

C2MOS-ALU design, whereas compared to M-MALU,

P-MALU uses 42.42% lesser MOSFETs and 39.93% lesser

MTJs respectively. Hence P-MALU holds supremacy over

other two designs by utilizing noticeably fewer number of

devices during arithmetic and logical implementation. Fur-

ther, thanks to 3D integration feasibility of MTJs, which not

only further reduce the area occupied on silicon but also

shorten the distance between memory and logic unit. Hence,

there is a significant reduction in the overall die area for the

P-MALU design over CMOS technology.

D. DELAY

Table 5 shows the worst case delay for SUM and CARRY

outputs. It can be observed that the P-MALU has least SUM

and CARRY delay with respect to DPTL-C2MOS-ALU and

M-MALU respectively. In P-MALU the delay is least, since

Cin is stored in MTJ pairs and inputs A, B are applied

through MOSFET (Figure 7). During the evaluation phase

of P-MALU, one of the pre-charged outputs (SUM/SUM and

CARRY/CARRY) in the SUMandCARRY sub-circuits finds

its path to ground via three MOSFETs and one MTJ respec-

tively. So, in SUM or CARRY sub-circuits, there are four

devices which facilitate any one of the output (SUM/SUM

and CARRY/CARRY) to be discharged to ground respec-

tively. There is no switching of the MOSFETs taking

place during this phase. While in DPTL-C2MOS-ALU and

M-MALU, Cin is applied through the MOSFETs which
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TABLE 7. Delay dependency upon width of the PD transistor.

FIGURE 18. Dependency of delay on the width of PD transistor. As the
size of the PD transistor increases the SUM and CARRY delay reduces.

contribute in larger delay. During the evaluation phase of

DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, both SUM and CARRY outputs are

obtained by the switching action of 14 MOSFETs respec-

tively, hence the delay increases. Whereas in the case of

M-MALU, total 5 devices (4 MOSFETs and 1 MTJ) are

required to produce the outputs for both SUM and CARRY

sub-circuits. Hence P-MALU has comparatively lesser delay

than DPTL-C2MOS-ALU and M-MALU.

In P-MALU design, the output delay depends upon the

size of pull down transistor (PD in Figure 7). Quicker the

discharge-current finds its path to ground, faster the output

response received. A delay dependency analysis is done on

P-MALU by varying the size of PD. The worst case delay for

the SUM and CARRY outputs are obtained for the P-MALU

and results are shown in the table 7. From the tabulated values

which are plotted in Figure18, it is clear that, as the size

of PD is increased, the worst case delay reduces for both

SUM and CARRY output. A significant reduction in delay is

observed under the range W = 120 nm to W = 480 nm. This

is due to the wider channel which provides quicker path for

discharging the current. Meanwhile, the increase in the size

of the transistor will have area overhead on the entire circuit.

E. PROCESS AND MISMATCH VARIATIONS

Process and mismatch (PM) variations during the nanoscale

fabrication affect the performance of LIM structures. To study

this effect in the design stage, we have performedMC simula-

tion of 200 runs in three different circuits i.e. DPTL-C2MOS-

ALU, M-MALU and P-MALU. In M-MALU and P-MALU

circuits, due to the use of MTJs, 3% process variations of

TABLE 8. Power dissipation comparison for DPTL-C2MOS-ALU, M-MALU
and P-MALU during MC simulation of 200 runs.

FIGURE 19. Distribution of total power dissipation for P-MALU obtained
during MC simulation of 200 runs.

TABLE 9. MC simulation for total power dissipation of P-MALU with
different size of the PD transistor.

TMR, tox , tsl , that follow the Gaussian distribution has been

included. These PM variations affect the behavior of the

circuit in different ways.We have studied the influence of PM

variation on the power dissipation on three different designs.

Table 8 shows the comparison of DPTL-C2MOS-ALU,

M-MALU and P-MALU designs for their total power dissi-

pation during MC simulation for 200 runs.

From the table 8 it is clear that, the total power dissipa-

tion of P-MALU in-terms of min, max and mean value is

less than rest of the two designs. Whereas M-MALU design

consumes maximum power amongst all the three designs.

Furthermore, maximum power dissipation of P-MALU i.e.

208.2 nW is less than the minimum power dissipation of

DPTL-C2MOS-ALU design, i.e. 247.3 nW. So amongst

all the three designs in-terms of total power dissipation,

P-MALU is considered to be the most efficient design

which consumes least power. Figure19 shows an example of

total power distribution obtained for P-MALU design during

MC simulation of 200 runs.

Table 9 shows the total power dissipation of P-MALU for

different size of the PD transistor during MC simulation for

200 runs. From its tabulated values we can infer that, as size

of the PD transistor increases the total power dissipated

(in-terms of min, max and mean) by the P-MALU circuit
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FIGURE 20. Double pass transistor logic based clocked CMOS full adder
circuit [45], [46].

also increases. But from the Figure 18 we observed that,

delay of the P-MALU circuit will reduce as the size of the

PD transistor increases. Hence we find a trade off between

speed and power performance of the P-MALU for different

size of the PD transistor. A larger PD transistor dissipates

more power to produce quicker output response.

V. CONCLUSION

A lot of research is going on in both academics and industry

to develop innovative designs using hybrid STT-MTJ/CMOS

based on LIM structure. In this paper a novel P-MALUdesign

is proposed and it is found superior to DPTL-C2MOS-ALU

and M-MALU design in-terms of power dissipation, device

count and delay. As MTJs are non-volatile in nature, they

not only store the logic values but also the stored values

are immediately available for logic operation as soon as

the power is switched on. Hybrid circuits developed using

MTJs are non-volatile in nature, due to which they consume

zero static power in stand by mode and do not require to

perform the ‘‘backup’’ and ‘‘restore’’ operations. This is a

significant advantage of hybrid circuits over volatile CMOS

design. Results discussed in this paper suggest that the pro-

posed design not only consume less power but also occupy

smaller area on the silicon. Hence P-MALU design has all

the potential to be used in low power VLSI circuits which

also accept the scaling trends of post CMOS era.

APPENDIX

DOUBLE PASS TRANSISTOR LOGIC BASED CLOCKED

CMOS FULL ADDER CIRCUIT

See Figure 20.
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